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ABSTRACT

This paper introduces a multifunctional data acquisition system which has been
developed. This system contains micro-computer and electronic memory, it adopts the
method of hardware and software cooperation to control data acquisition, encoding,
handling, storage and sending. It can acquire analog signal and digital signal, then
output PCM data, and send data to transmitter after PSK modulation. It can real-time
execute clock switching, changing of bit rate, writing data into memory or reading
data from memory etc., according to the external command. The major handling
function is data compression to reduce delayed data capacity. Basic characteristic of
system, design consideration, data compression means and experiment result is
represented in the paper, and emphasises on the handling means of independent sub-
frame data inserted in digit form, and different design means of two electronic
memory ( RAM and E PROM ) .2

INTRODUCTION

It is known that tape recorder has already been replaced by electronic memory in
many cases, because LSI and VLSI electronic memory chips are used. However, there
is data capacity problem, which makes this replacement become difficult in some
cases. The data compression accomplished by micro-computer are taken to solve the
problem. We have accomplished the design, due to user’s full support to this work.
The electronic memory and micro-computer are used in the data acquisition system, to
realize a multifunctional data acquisition system. The memory capacity of the design
is not very big, but the design method is important.

SYSTEM CONSTITUTION AND CHARACTERISTIC

The basic system constitution is illustrated in Fig. 1.The analog multiplexer contains
120 single-end analog inputs. The digit multiplexer contains 4 ports to outside and a
few service channels to interior. Every digit port can contain many channels. The



service signals of all ports are fully provided by control circuit. These parameters are
programmable, which are the amount of analog input, distribution of channels (analog
and digit), selection of digit port etc. The word lenth is 8 bits.

The real time data are fed sub-carrier modulater PSK 1 through the part bus,
modulated sub-carrier is sent to the transmitter from the output 1. Note, the real time
telemetry data are not compressed.

The real time data in part bus enter into micro-computer through interface under
control of the software. The external control command and the internal service signals
first are put into condition register, then enter into micro-computer through the
interface under control of the software. External control command contains write,
read, stop write and stop read.

The micro-computer begin to handle the data after receiving the write command, and
the data which need remaining are written into memory. This process continues till
memory have be written to the full or the stop write command has be received. The
micro-computer begin sending data to modulater PSK 2 from memory through
interface after receiving the read command, modulated sub-carrier is sent to other
transmitter from the output 2. In the process of read, first the leading frames are
readed, second the data frames are readed: The leading frames again are readed after a
readout of all data in memory,..., once and again till the stop read or next write
command has be received. The leading frames do not contain telemetry information,
they contain only fixed words, which are useful to detect service signals in receiving
station. The reading data are compressed and delayed.

For this design, the maximum of bit rate is 5Kbps. The bit rate can change in three
values under control of external signal. The system can operate at external clock,
when external clock occurs. The system operates at internal clock when external clock
is removed. Clock switching is automatic. The data memory capacity is 64K words,
the micro-computer machine cycle is 2 uS. The maximal minor frame length is 256
words contained synchronization, the sub-frame maximum length is 64 words
contained sync. The digital signal is generally put into channels of minor frame, the
independent sub-frame may be inserted only as a channel of minor frame.
Programming of software contained programmable control software and data handling
software can be executed by user or designer.

DATA COMPRESSION

There are many types in data compression means . This paper recommends zero-(l)

order floating-aperture predictions  and fixed ratio compression means. The common(2)



characteristic of the two means is simplicity, and to recognize them is easy for user.
Note, the recognition of user is very important for selection of data compression
means.

Zero-order floating aperture prediction means can be seen on many books or
magazines, we’ll not repeat it here. Reconstructed data error is dependent on aperture
size in this means. When the aperture is selected properly, the error does not affect
use. The redundancy is less in data compressed with this means, but the word error
extension is a little larger. The means must use indication words.

Fixed ratio compression means i.e. proportionlly data are remained in proportion as
fixed ratio without any indication code. As an example, only one is remained per five
data, i.e. fixed ratio is equal to 5. Practically this means is equivelent to drop in
sample rate. The means can not eliminate redundancy rationally. Reconstructed data
have a few of error, which vary directly as change rate of original data and inversely
as compressed sample rate. When fixed ratio is selected properly, this error does not
affect use. The word error extension is less in this means.

Generally, only one of above two means is used at the same time.

DESIGN CONSIDERATION

After micro-computer is added into the system, there occurs the problem of computer
action range. The writer’s view is synthetical consideration of software, hardware,
reliability etc. Not all controls are undertaken by computer, and software is combined
with hardware, EPROM bit control is combined computer control. Specifically, clock
switch and bit rate control are undertaken by hardware, channels distribution is
controlled directly by EPROM, interior time code is generated by computer with
software (for the high byte) and hardware ( used timer for the low byte) combined
form, data compression and memory management are undertaken by computer
software.

Computer is a machine which repeats on use of digit circuit under control of software.
This repeat is noncyclic genenally. Once the error occurs in input data or operation,
then the error may exist for a long time, even lockout; it may occur when very big
disturbance is meeted. Watch-dog can not resolve all problems. We must pay attention
to it.

Hardware must provide enough support for software. There are two interrupt signals
in the current design, which are real time words sync. and delay time words sync. Real
time words sync. simultaneously feed a counter on CPU chip, frame interrupt and



chennals number of minor frame can be obtained under control of the software. Minor
frame sync. and sub-frame sync. enter into computer through condition register. In a
word, all useful service information for data handling can he provided.

HANDLING OF INDIPENDENT SUB-FRAME

The independent sub-frame is inputted in digit form, there is not service signal in this
system. The independent sub-frame synchronization code must be found from data
flow, and establish service signal in accordance with it. The three states ( detection-
check-lock) logic can be used for purpose of reliability in establishing sync. process.
Note, the first detected sync. can be used for handling, if bit error rate is less in data
transmission. Independent sub-frame sync. code pattern can not be too simple,
otherwise it will affect correlation, hence to affect error sync. probability or loss sync.
probability.

ABOUT E PROM2

The above memory is made from RAM chips generally, its working speed matches for
CPU and suffices for this system. RAM can not remain data after power-off. E PROM2

can remain data after power-off, this is very important for replacing tape recorder in
some cases. But, write cycle of E PROM is too long, it can not suffices for this2

system. This problem is resolved by parallel working in this design. Specifically, first
word sends into first cell in first chip, second word sends into first cell in second
chip,..., eighth word sends into first cell in eighth chip, ninth word sends into second
cell in first chip, ..., and so forth; every chip effectuates writting process oneself. This
means can reduce write cycle to one-eighth of the original, so it suffices for this
system. This means can be achieved by hardware or software. It is achieved by
hardware in this design, because of chip pins of RAM are not all accordant with
E PROM, hardware must be modified and software need not. Specifically, lower three2

bits of address replace higher three bits of address as input of E PROM chip selection2

decoder. In this design, memorys made from RAM or E PROM chips are single2

module respectively, either of they can be used, but they can not be used
simultaneously.

There is important different, that RAM can provide for working area and E PROM2

can not. Hence a small RAM must be used as working area, when data memory uses
E PROM chips. Only internal RAM on CPU chip are used in this design, because2

working area needed software is less. Handling means is limited by internal RAM
capacity, unless to increase in a RAM chip as working area.



EXPERIMENT RESULT

The ground experiment has been finished with the help of user. Practical data
redundancy is very big, and there are some differences between channels. Above two
compression means are used. Data capacity can be reduced to one-tenth of the original
with zero order prediction means. Compressing ratio is 5 with fixed ratio compressing
means. Computer active utilization ratio is about 40 percent in the experiment. The
system operation is reliable in experiment, and user is satisfied with this system.

CONCLUSION

Practicality has shown, the data compression accomplished by micro-computer is
taken to reduce data capacity, electronic memory replaces tape recorder as data
storage, these are united into multifunction data acquisition system with data
acquisition, such design is feasible. Decrease of volume, weight, power dissipation
and cost is obvious. The design means is available to the low bit rate system which
works for long time.

Data compression is dependent on statistics characteristic of original data, and
actively operates only when redundancy is bigger.
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